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Developing a successful strategy for stock trading is a vital task for investors. However,
it is challenging to obtain an optimal strategy, given the complex and dynamic nature of the
stock market. A reinforcement learning approach is applied because of its ability to learn
from cumulative rewards and manage domains with stochastic transitions without a model.
This thesis aims to explore RL’s applications to maximize returns from market investment,
keeping in mind the human aspect of trading. The learnin agent trained on stock prices and
public interest patterns data-mined from Google trends in the form of candlesticks graphs.
Deep Q learning (DQN) has been used to train an agent based on fused images of stock data
and Google trends data via a convolution neural network (CNN). This thesis explores the
novel approach of using social media trends in the form of graphical information to augment
training a reinforcement learning agent for stock trading. A study of different stocks paired
with appropriate keywords was done to assess the effect of correlation between datasets on
the agent’s ability to perform. Preliminary results show that the agent performs well when




Deep Q Learning Applied to Stock Trading
Agnibh Dasgupta
Developing a strategy for stock trading is a vital task for investors. However, it is
challenging to obtain an optimal strategy, given the complex and dynamic nature of the
stock market. This thesis aims to explore the applications of Reinforcement Learning with
the goal of maximizing returns from market investment, keeping in mind the human aspect
of trading by utilizing stock prices represented as candlestick graphs. Furthermore, the
algorithm studies public interest patterns in form of graphs extracted from Google Trends
to make predictions. Deep Q learning has been used to train an agent based on fused images
of stock data and Google trends data via a convolution neural network (CNN).
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Given the complex task of stock trading optimization, it is important to account for
different factors influencing the price trend. However, determining the best factors for
accurate prediction is a challenging task. Therefore, including the human aspect of stock
trading to estimate changes in the stock market seems like a worthwhile venture. This has
been done by including a measure of the public perception or interest taken from Google
trends data. The goal of this work is to develop an algorithm capable of learning and making
optimal stock trading decisions by using candlestick presentation of the stock market and
Google trends data. The proposed algorithm learns from the given data to take optimal
actions aimed at maximizing profits by identifying trends in the data.
1.1 Problem Statement
Can an RL agent be trained on historical stock data and Google trends data to accu-
rately predict the change in stock prices and make profitable trades?
1.1.1 Problem Formulation
Due to the stochastic nature of the stock market, the stock trading process has been
modelled as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) as follows:
• State has been defined as a 3D image containing information on the last d days of
stock and trend data, represented in candlesticks format. These images are the input
into our Neural Net.
State s = Stocks, Trends concatenated along the z axis
It is a 3D array with shape = [d, d, 2]
Where,
Stocks is an 2D array of dimensions [d, d, 1]
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Trends is an 2D array of dimensions [d, d, 1]
d = number of days taken into consideration as part of the state
To help visualize, Figure 1.1 represents the stock/trend image for d = 5.
• Action a = set of all actions on one stock. The actions available to the agent are,
Buy (1), Sell (-1) and Hold (0). They signify long, short or neutral positions (p)
respectively.
• Position p(a) = Long (1), short (-1) and neutral (0)
• Reward r(p, s′) = p * (Difference between the close and open prices at state s′ which
the agent arrives at by taking action a on state s)
• Policy π(s) = The trading strategy of the agent at state s. It is essentially the prob-
ability distribution of action a at state s. The sum of the probability distribution
amounts to 1.
• Action-value function Qπ(s, a) = The expected reward achieved by action a at state s
following policy π.
Fig. 1.1: Sample Candlesticks Image
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1.2 Data Description
The data is time series in nature and has two parts, stocks and trends:
1.2.1 Stock Data
The data used for stocks in this thesis has been obtained from the website Yahoo
Finance. The website allows access to over ten years worth of data. Selenium framework
has been used to automate downloading data in form of csv files from the website every
time a prediction has to be made. At most one year’s worth of data has been used in the
experiments.
The downloaded data is daily resolution time series data. As shown in Figure 1.2, the
data has six columns:
• Date: The date in string formatted as MM-DD-YYYY
• Open: The price of each stock in USD at market open (09:30)
• Low: The lowest price of the stock in USD on that financial day
• High: The highest price of the stock in USD on that financial day
• Close: The price of each stock in USD at market close (16:00)
• Adjusted Close: The price of each stock in USD at market close (16:00) accounting
for market/corporate changes post closing.
• Volume: The number of stocks that have been traded that day.
1.2.2 Stock Data representation
The stock data has been used to generate candlestick images as shown in Figure 1.1.
Candlesticks are essentially stacked bar graphs with the constraint that, for a given stock,
close price of day one is always equal to the open price of day two. This results in a
continuous interconnected wave like graph. Also noticeably, the open price being greater
than the close price results in a different color (white in Figure 1.1) than the reverse.
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Fig. 1.2: Sample Stock Data
An example of the actual stock images used for training is shown in Figure 1.3. The
window size or number of days d is kept at 16 for the experiments.
Due to price fluctuations, using the data as it is to plot a graph would result in large
images and long training times. However, cropping the images is not an option either, since
it would result in significant loss of data.
Fig. 1.3: Stock image used for training
Compressing the range of price values used to plot the image using a dollar per pixel
value, resulted in a smaller image. This value has been generated using the maximum and
minimum prices encountered in the whole price range under training or testing. This also
results in information loss due to quantization of the respective close, open, high, low prices.
It preserves the structure of the overall curve in the range of data, which is more important.
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1.2.3 Trend Data
The data used for trends has been obtained from Google Trends. The data is time series
in nature with up to hourly resolution for all 24 hours each day, everyday. The data has
been collected using an unofficial API called PyTrends. It allows users to login to google on
their behalf and customize the range and resolution of data. Google trends doesn’t allow for
finer resolution of data for longer ranges, therefore using selenium to scrape the data isn’t
a viable option. Weekly API calls have been made to fetch data one week at a time spread
over several weeks.
The downloaded data contains two columns:
• Date: Timestamp containing the date and time
• Keyword: Aggregated number of hits (from Google searches) on a particular keyword
1.2.4 Trend Data representation
The first stwp after scraping the data was to reverse the aggregation done by google
trends. A correction ratio list has been used for each week, which is defined by:
Ratio List = (Value of last hour of week i / Value of first hour of week i+ 1)
This ratio list has then been multiplied to each week. This undoes the scaling done by
Google and gives the raw hits data.
On obtaining the unscaled data, the data is then reformatted into the same format as
stocks, shown in Figure 1.2. It has been done by using the hourly resolution of the trend
data to calculate the Open, Low, High and Close values for each day keeping in the mind
the stock market timings, which are 9:30 to 16:00 EST.
Then the stock data has been used to clean up the trends data by removing days from
the trends data on which the stock market is closed. The resultant cleaned Trends Data is
shown in Figure 1.4 and was then used to create training images.
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Fig. 1.4: Sample Trends Data
The nature of the trends data, unlike stock data, doesn’t allow for continuous candle-
sticks. Therefore a line plot is used to represent the trend data. An example of the resultant
image is shown in Figure 1.5.
Fig. 1.5: Trend image used for training
1.3 Stock Data timeline
Experiments were run with the 3 following independent variables:
• Stock Word: ’S&P500’, ’NFLX’ (Netflix)
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• Trend Word: ’Stockmarket crash’, Respective stock name (i.e ’S&P500 stock’ for
S&P500 and ’Netflix stock’ for NFLX
• Timeline of Data: (01/02/2019 - 12/31/2019) and (02/21/2019 - 02/20/2020)
The datasets were selected based on the trend of the data. As shown in Figures 1.6 and
1.7, the general trend of the data for S&P500 in both years is an upward trend.
Fig. 1.6: S&P500: 01/02/2019 - 12/31/2019
Fig. 1.7: S&P500: 02/21/2019 - 02/20/2020
On the other hand as shown in Figures 1.8 and 1.9, Netflix stock data in both cases is
fairly turbulent. The intent is that this difference would make for a good experiment to test
the prediction capabilities of the RL agent.
8
Fig. 1.8: Netflix: 01/02/2019 - 12/31/2019
Fig. 1.9: Netflix: 02/21/2019 - 02/20/2020
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1.4 Related Work
Xiong et al. [1] and Liang et al. [2] use Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG)
as their algorithm, instead of Q learning for stock trading. DDPG is a combination of Q
learning and Policy Gradient used to deal with continuous action spaces. Both of these
papers deal with trading in multiple stocks, where even simple Buy, Sell, Hold actions can
be taken on n number of stocks at a time, hence a continuous action space. Liang et al. [2]
proposes an adverserial network to show that policy gradient is better in the financial market
than DDPG. Xiong et al. [1] also uses an actor-critic network to map states. Since they deal
with multiple stocks, they require such a network in order for the RL agent to converge on
a policy. Both of these research works deal with raw numeric values, not images. Xiong et
al. [1] use a train:test split of 2:1. The reward structure in both cases keeps track of holdings
in each invested stock and works with a ’balance’ amount to purchase stocks with. This is
in contrast to the reward structure in this thesis, which is a simpler version, since this only
deals with one stock.
Since the current work involves images, papers dealing with image data and CNNs has
been studied. Hoseinzade et al. [3] use 60x82 (60 days, 82 features) as their input image
size into the CNN and the features are made using open and close prices. Features from
other markets has also been used to augment the state space working under the assumption
that trends from other markets might influence different markets. Sezer et al. [4] use smaller
image sizes, 30x30, from the barchart website. The images used are labelled as Buy, Sell
or Hold. Kim et al. [5] use candlesticks as their choice of data representation on Resnet-50.
The images are 112x112 and RGB. All three of these papers use supervised learning and
CNNs to make predictions. They identify LSTMs and SVMs and good approaches to the
problem.
Work done by Lee et al. [6] helped approach with exploration of image based reinforce-
ment learning approaches. A DQN with 32x32 images on datasets from other countries has
been used. The 2D images have been created on the closing price values for each day for as
the Y-axis. Each X-axis value represents a single day. The images also include volume of
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the stock traded per day into account. The volume and price values have been separated
using two white rows. It has been concluded by the authors that that given proper feature
space and machine algorithm, a training instance on one country (in their case US) can be
used to make predictions on other countries.
The remainder of this thesis is formated as follows. Chapter Two details the methods
used to train and test the stockmarket. Chapter Three describes the empirical studies





2.1 Markov Decision Process
As mentioned before, the problem of stock trading can be modelled as a Markov Decision
Process (MDP). As shown in Figure 2.1 the learner or the agent is present in state St at
any given time t, in exposed to the environment. The agent on taking an action At receives
feedback from the environment in the form of a numerical reward Rt+1 and moves to the
new state St+1.
In an MDP the actions taken by the agent influence not only immediate rewards from
the environment, but also future actions and therefore future rewards. The agent needs to
balance the immediate vs expected future rewards when taking an action.
Fig. 2.1: The agent–environment interaction in a Markov decision process
2.2 Bellman Equation
Typically all Reinforcement Learning algorithms involve optimizing a valuefunction.
A value function is a function of states, which denotes how good that state is with regard
to future expected rewards. An agent can take a number of actions at a particular state.
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The mapping of a state to any possible action involves a probability distribution for each
action, which is formally known as a policy denoted by π.
A value function vπ(s) can therefore be defined as:







where Eπ denotes the expected value of a random variable and Rt denotes the expected
return given that the agent follows policy π, and t is any time step and γ is the discount
factor. Equation 2.1 is the Bellman equation for vπ which represents the relationship be-
tween the value of the current state and the value of subsequent states.
Similarly, the quality value qπ(s, a) for taking a particular action a given a state s,
following policy π is defined as:








Q learning has been used in this work since the problem can be modelled as a Markov
Decision Process. Q learning finds a policy that is optimal in the sense that it maximizes
the expected value of the total reward over any and all successive steps, starting from the
current state. Algorithm 2.1 describes Q learning.
Being a model-free reinforcement learning algorithm, the goal of Q learning is to learn
the optimal policy, which directs an agent towards the correct action to take in a situation.
It does not require a model of the environment, and it can handle problems with random
transitions and rewards, without requiring changes.
This method approximates the Quality value (q value) of each state, action pair using
the Bellman Equation as shown in Equation 2.1. The Q value which is a metric to evaluate
how good a specific state, action pair is relative to others. It takes into account future
estimated reward and immediate reward based on the action it took, to compute the q value
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Algorithm 2.1 Q Learning for estimating π ≈ π*
Algorithm Parameters:
States S = {1, . . . , nx}
Actions A = {1, . . . , na}
Reward function R : SXA→ R
Learning rate α ε [0, 1]
Discount factor γ ε [0, 1]
Small Exploration rate ε > 0
Initialize Q(s, a), for all s ε S, a ε A(s), arbitrarily ,and Q(terminal,·) = 0
Begin
Loop for each episode:
Initialize S
Loop for each step of episode:
Choose A from S using policy derived from Q (e.g., ε-greedy)
Take action A, observe R, S′
Q(S,A)← Q(S,A) + α[R+ γmaxaQ(S′, a)−Q(S,A)]
S ← S′
Until S is terminal
End
as shown in Equation 2.2.
Experience Replay and Batch sampling has also been implemented to reduce correlation
between input states and ensure a better learning process.
2.4 Need for Deep Q Network (DQN)
Q learning has been proven to converge at the optimal policy given a simple discrete
state, which can be accessed using a lookup table. However, for more complex or continuous
states which cannot be represented via values in a lookup table, a function approximator is
needed to represent each state and map each state to an action, buy, hold or sell.
An artificial neural network was initially used to get started on setting up an architecture
for the trading problem. It was an upgrade over tabular lookups as it allowed for the
represention of more complex states. It has been used to run experiments on raw stock data
values.
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2.5 Deep Q Network (DQN)
Using a typical Neural Network to approximate state values is not a good idea since
the training process is unstable. DQN solves this issue by implementing Experience replay.
Experience replay is a way to reduce correlation between training data by randomly batch
sampling between N data points or training experiences. The algorithm stores the latest N
data points in the memory buffer and randomly picks Batch size number of data points
every step/iteration to fit the model as shown by the algorithm 2.2.
Algorithm 2.2 DQN with Experience Replay
Algorithm Parameters:
Learning rate α ε [0, 1]
Discount factor γ ε [0, 1]
Small Exploration rate ε > 0
Initialize replay memory D to capacity N
Initialize action-value function Q with random weights
Begin
Loop for each episode:
Initialize sequence s1 = {x1} and preprocessed sequence φ1 = φ(s1)
Loop for each step of episode:
With probability ε select a random action at,
otherwise, select at = argmaxaQ(φ(st), a)
Execute action at and observe reward rt and image xt+1
Set st+1 = st, at, xt+1 and preprocess φt+1 = φ(st+1)
Store transition (φt, at, rt, φt+1) in D
Sample random minibatch of transitions (φj , aj , rj , φj+1) from D
Set yj = {rj + γmaxa′Q(φj+1, a′)}
Perform gradient descent on (yj −Q(φj , aj))2
with respect to the network parameters
S ← S′
Until S is terminal
End
DQN tends to overestimate Q-values which might prevent the DQN to converge. An-
other way to stabilize the training process of a DQN is to split the network into two separate
ones: an actor network and a target network. The actor network selects the actions taken by
the agent and the target network generates the q value for that action. They are identical
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in structure and the weights are copied from the actor network to the target network after
a regular number of steps so that their weights are synchronized. This technique is known
as Double DQN (DDQN).
2.6 Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
A convolutional neural network (ConvNet/CNN) is a deep learning architecture specif-
ically designed for images. They are very similar to an ordinary neural network. They have
weights, biases that function with neurons to generate a score to classify input data. The
difference is that, CNNs assume that the input data is an image, allowing it to tailor the
architecture for specific kind of data patterns, allowing for more efficiency and reduction in
the amount of parameters in the network. For example, since the assumption is that the
input data is an image, it allows the network to form associations with only neighbouring
pixels instead of the entire image. This avoids wasteful neural usage and a huge number of
parameters.
Fig. 2.2: Regular NN vs a CNN
The three main layers used to build a CNN (as shown in Figure 2.2) are:
• Convolutional layer: The CONV layers are the building blocks of a CNN, responsible
for the primary computation. The CONV layer’s parameters are sets of learnable
filters. Every filter is small in dimension (width x height) but extends through the
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depth of the input image. For example, in our situation the filters in a first layer of our
CNN is of the shape 32x32x2 (i.e. 32 pixels width and height, and 2 because images
have depth 3, the color channels). During the forward pass, each filter slides across the
width and height of the input volume and computes dot products between the filter
values and the input values at each position. As the filter slides over the width and
height of the input image a 2D activation map is produced that gives the responses
of that filter at every position. On doing so, the network learns filters that activate
when they see some type of visual feature such as edges or lines trending upwards or
downwards. On completing the forward pass, these activation maps are stacked along
the depth dimension (z) and produce the output volume.
• Pooling layer: It is common practice to insert Pooling layers periodically after CONV
layers. Each of them reduce the spatial size of the input image to small dimensions,
resulting in less parameters and computation. This also reduces the degree of overfit-
ting. The pooling layer performs independent reduction on each spatial depth layer.
The most popular pooling layer used is MAX pooling. For example in a pooling layer
with 2x2 filters, the filter takes the max value of the input image in a particular 2x2
grid and generates a single value for the activation map. Larger filter sizes for pooling
eliminate too much of the data. Other pooling layer types include, average pooling
and L2 norm pooling but they have fallen out of favor as MAX pooling has been shown
to perform better.
• Fully-Connected layer: Neurons in a fully connected layer have full connections to
all activations in the previous layer, the same as regular Neural Networks. Their
activations can be computed normally with a matrix multiplication followed by a bias
offset.
A CNN takes advantage of the hierarchical pattern in image data and assembles com-
plex patterns using smaller and simpler patterns. They learn weights and biases to assign
importance to the relevant features in the image. It has been essential in this project to be
able to train on images of the stock market.
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Fig. 2.3: CNN Architecture
2.7 Need to Augment State Space - Trends data
During the initial stages of the project, single stock images were used as shown in 1.3
to represent the state space as input into CNN. This was done to lay foundation code for
future expansion involving with multiple images from different datasets to boost the learning
process and to see the impact of social media data on stock market prediction.
It was decided to use Google Trends as the source for additional data. The trends data
was reformatted as candlesticks data as shown in Figure 1.4. The ’High’ column was then
used to create images as shown in Figure 1.5.
2.8 Parameter Tuning
The experiments were initially started with standard values for the hyperparameters
and were tested with empirically tweaked values and their effects noted. The following three
had the most significant impact:
• Memory Buffer: Experience replay is an important technique used to stabilize the
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Fig. 2.4: Training - ’S&P500’ stock and ’S&P500 stock’ trend 2020 data
training process in a DQN. Memory buffer is the amount of data points or ’experiences’
the RL agent accumulates before it starts to discard or ’forget’ the oldest experiences
and add in the new ones. Initial experimentation was done with a low memory size,
assuming that the newer trends in data are more relevant when making predictions
on immediate coming days. However, on training on 200 data points over 10 epochs
with a memory buffer value of 100 made the training unstable. The agent would show
very little, if any, improvement in consecutive epochs. Increasing the value to 1000000
(such that the random batch sampling takes place over all the training data points),
proved to be far better and helped the agent learn much better.
• Exploration Decay: Exploration decay is the rate at which the exploration rate is
decayed. The initial exploration rate in the experiment was 1, which corresponds to
a 100% chance to explore. The exploration rate is decayed with a factor of 0.995 per
data point, going down to a minimum of 0.1 or 10%. At that point, the agent takes
deterministic actions 90% of the time from the learned weights and explores 10% of
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the time, taking a random action and learning from it. On experimentation, it was
discovered that decaying the exploration rate per data point was ideal compared to
decaying per episode. The change made it so that the agent explores less overall.
• Trend keyword: Trend keyword selection proved to a vital factor in the learning pro-
cess. Experimentation was done with about a dozen empirically selected keywords.




3.1 Experiment 1: 1 week
The data mentioned in the Data Timeline section was split into training and testing
sets. The training set has 200 data points (days), and the testing set has 7 data points
(days). Both of these sets have an additional 16 data points (window size) each required for
image generation. The final length of each data set is 239.
Independent variables:
• Stock data set: S&P500, NFLX
• Trend keyword: S&P500 stock, Netflix stock, Stockmarket crash, HBO
• Data timeline: (01/22/2019 - 12/31/2019), (03/12/2019 - 02/20/2020)
Control variables:
• Code architecture: Reward structure, scaling, image creation, image size, window size
• Network Architecture (Fig. 2.3)
• Hyperparameters: Exploration rate, learning rate, memory size, batch size
The agent was trained for 10 epochs over 200 steps (days). Testing was done on 7
subsequent days, with a 16 day gap. The agent was retrained for each data set, with the
same control variables. Performance of the agent was evaluated using the cumulative reward
it got during the testing period.
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Hyperparameters:
• Discount factor = 0.95
• Learning rate = 0.00025
• Memory size = 1000000
• Batch size = 32
• Exploration max = 1.0
• Exploration min = 0.1
• Exploration decay = 0.995
Table 3.1 shows the performance of the DQN agent on S&P500 stock data for 2019 and
2020 with the different keyword combinations. Table 3.2 shows the same for Netflix stock
data for each year.
Stock Trend Year Cumulative Reward Correlation Coefficient
S&P500 S&P500 stock 2019 +3.92 0.32
S&P500 Stockmarket crash 2019 +3.92 0.56
S&P500 S&P500 stock 2020 +20.32 0.73
S&P500 Stockmarket crash 2020 -10.73 0.08
Table 3.1: S&P500 - 1 week
Stock Trend Year Cumulative Reward Correlation Coefficient
Netflix Netflix stock 2019 -13.59 0.26
Netflix Stockmarket crash 2019 +9.6 -0.38
Netflix HBO 2019 +13.59 0.49
Netflix Netflix stock 2020 +2.82 0.18
Netflix Stockmarket crash 2020 -4.80 0.16
Netflix HBO 2020 +12.25 0.41
Table 3.2: Netflix - 1 week
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Fig. 3.1: Results 2019 - Stock: S&P500, Trend: S&P500 stock
Scatter points: Sell, Hold, Buy
Fig. 3.2: Correlation 2019 - Stock: S&P500, Trend: S&P500 stock
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Fig. 3.3: Results 2019 - Stock: S&P500, Trend: Stockmarket crash
Scatter points: Sell, Hold, Buy
Fig. 3.4: Correlation 2019 - Stock: S&P500, Trend: Stockmarket crash
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Fig. 3.5: Results 2020 - Stock: S&P500, Trend: S&P500 stock
Scatter points: Sell, Hold, Buy
Fig. 3.6: Correlation 2020 - Stock: S&P500, Trend: S&P500 stock
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Fig. 3.7: Results 2020 - Stock: S&P500, Trend: Stockmarket crash
Scatter points: Sell, Hold, Buy
Fig. 3.8: Correlation 2020 - Stock: S&P500, Trend: Stockmarket crash
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Fig. 3.9: Results 2019 - Stock: NFLX, Trend: Netflix stock
Scatter points: Sell, Hold, Buy
Fig. 3.10: Correlation 2019 - Stock: NFLX, Trend: Netflix stock
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Fig. 3.11: Results 2019 - Stock: NFLX, Trend: Stockmarket crash
Scatter points: Sell, Hold, Buy
Fig. 3.12: Correlation 2019 - Stock: NFLX, Trend: Stockmarket crash
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Fig. 3.13: Results 2019 - Stock: NFLX, Trend: HBO
Scatter points: Sell, Hold, Buy
Fig. 3.14: Correlation 2019 - Stock: NFLX, Trend: HBO
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Fig. 3.15: Results 2020 - Stock: NFLX, Trend: Netflix stock
Scatter points: Sell, Hold, Buy
Fig. 3.16: Correlation 2020 - Stock: NFLX, Trend: Netflix stock
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Fig. 3.17: Results 2020 - Stock: NFLX, Trend: Stockmarket crash
Scatter points: Sell, Hold, Buy
Fig. 3.18: Correlation 2020 - Stock: NFLX, Trend: Stockmarket crash
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Fig. 3.19: Results 2020 - Stock: NFLX, Trend: HBO
Scatter points: Sell, Hold, Buy
Fig. 3.20: Correlation 2020 - Stock: NFLX, Trend: HBO
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3.2 Experiment 2: 2 weeks
The data mentioned in the Data Timeline section was split into training and testing
sets. The training set has 200 data points (days), and the testing set has 14 data points
(days). Both of these sets have an additional 16 data points (window size) each required
for image generation. The final length of each data set is 246. The independent and control
variables used are identical to Experiment 1.
The agent was trained for 10 epochs over 200 steps (days). Testing was done on subse-
quent 14 days, with a 16 day gap. The agent was retrained for each data set, with the same
control variables. The agent’s performance was evaluated using the cumulative reward and
profitability it got during the testing period.
Table 3.3 shows the performance of the DQN agent on S&P500 stock data for 2019 and
2020 with the different keyword combinations. Table 3.4 shows the same for Netflix stock
data for each year.
Stock Trend Year Cumulative Reward Correlation Coefficient
S&P500 S&P500 stock 2019 +6.97 0.32
S&P500 Stockmarket crash 2019 +45.81 0.57
S&P500 S&P500 stock 2020 +35.84 0.73
S&P500 Stockmarket crash 2020 -13.4 0.07
Table 3.3: S&P500 - 2 weeks
Stock Trend Year Cumulative Reward Correlation Coefficient
Netflix Netflix stock 2019 +7.72 0.25
Netflix Stockmarket crash 2019 +15.0 -0.38
Netflix HBO 2019 +25.87 0.48
Netflix Netflix stock 2020 -2.61 0.18
Netflix Stockmarket crash 2020 -24.92 0.16
Netflix HBO 2020 +28.08 0.41
Table 3.4: Netflix - 2 weeks
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Fig. 3.21: Results 2019 - Stock: S&P500, Trend: S&P500 stock
Scatter points: Sell, Hold, Buy
Fig. 3.22: Correlation 2019 - Stock: S&P500, Trend: S&P500 stock
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Fig. 3.23: Results 2020 - Stock: S&P500, Trend: S&P500 stock
Scatter points: Sell, Hold, Buy
Fig. 3.24: Correlation 2020 - Stock: S&P500, Trend: S&P500 stock
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Fig. 3.25: Results 2019 - Stock: S&P500, Trend: Stockmarket crash
Scatter points: Sell, Hold, Buy
Fig. 3.26: Correlation 2019 - Stock: S&P500, Trend: Stockmarket crash
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Fig. 3.27: Results 2020 - Stock: S&P500, Trend: Stockmarket crash
Scatter points: Sell, Hold, Buy
Fig. 3.28: Correlation 2020 - Stock: S&P500, Trend: Stockmarket crash
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Fig. 3.29: Results 2019 - Stock: NFLX, Trend: Netflix stock
Scatter points: Sell, Hold, Buy
Fig. 3.30: Correlation 2019 - Stock: NFLX, Trend: Netflix stock
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Fig. 3.31: Results 2020 - Stock: NFLX, Trend: Netflix stock
Scatter points: Sell, Hold, Buy
Fig. 3.32: Correlation 2020 - Stock: NFLX, Trend: Netflix stock
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Fig. 3.33: Results 2019 - Stock: NFLX, Trend: Stockmarket crash
Scatter points: Sell, Hold, Buy
Fig. 3.34: Correlation 2019 - Stock: NFLX, Trend: Stockmarket crash
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Fig. 3.35: Results 2020 - Stock: NFLX, Trend: Stockmarket crash
Scatter points: Sell, Hold, Buy
Fig. 3.36: Correlation 2020 - Stock: NFLX, Trend: Stockmarket crash
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Fig. 3.37: Results 2019 - Stock: NFLX, Trend: HBO
Scatter points: Sell, Hold, Buy
Fig. 3.38: Correlation 2019 - Stock: NFLX, Trend: HBO
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Fig. 3.39: Results 2020 - Stock: NFLX, Trend: HBO
Scatter points: Sell, Hold, Buy
Fig. 3.40: Correlation 2020 - Stock: NFLX, Trend: HBO
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The results suggest that keyword selection for trends data plays an important role in
the agent’s ability to make positive trades. Good keywords are ones with high correlation
with stock data in the same time frame. Correlation graphs between stock and trends
data suggests that low correlation results in more negative cumulative reward. Current
experiments show that high correlation between the data sets helps the agent successfully
make majority positive trades as shown in Figure 3.41.
4.2 Conclusion
This thesis leads to two main conclusions. Firstly, that it is possible to train a Rein-
forcement Learning agent to make successful trades in a model free financial market using
data in the form of graphs. Secondly, that social media, Google Trends in particular, does
have correlation with stock prices that can be exploited to make meaningful predictions as
long as they’re being guided by domain knowledge. Using highly correlated data can be
used to augment the feature space and make meaningful predictions. Given a reliable way
to acquire data and an accurate methodology to figure out appropriate keywords for each
stock will help to make this an actual prediction tool.
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